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Supporters’
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Art History for Everyone
at the Wallace Collection and
National Gallery: 2018-2019
Teaching at the Wallace Collection

We often hear that access to the arts is in
crisis, with fewer than eight state supported
schools in the country offering Art History A
level, despite the creative industries generating
£10 each minute for the UK.
Yet 40 students from over 20 state supported schools
registered on Art History Link-Up’s Art History A level and
Extended Project Qualification1 courses last September, and
so it feels like a good time for an update.

Each year there is significant and increasing demand for
places4, with students voluntarily choosing to attend classes
on term-time Saturdays to study for additional qualifications
in Art History in museums and galleries.
Our goal is to have further courses operating in the
2019/20 academic year and so to continue our objective of
opening up Art History to students from a more diverse
range of backgrounds.
As a result of taking our courses, around half of our alumni
students on average say they wish to pursue the subject at
university and / or careers in the arts.
You can read overleaf what some of our students have to
say about the life-changing benefits of taking our courses,
and the impact of some of the opportunities that they have
taken advantage of.

“ Some of our students’

achievements this year:
Unconditional offer to study Art History at the
The Courtauld Institute of Art

Places offered on Art History summer schools
with UNIQ at the University of Oxford and the
Sutton Trust at the University of Cambridge
Two students shortlisted for ‘Write on Art’, the art writing
competition organized by Art UK and the Paul Mellon
Foundation
Student winning fourth place in the SPoKE
documentary film competition for her Extended
Project Qualification (EPQ) film
Student shortlisted for the New College of Humanities Art
History Essay Competition

“

We are in our third year, and consistently at least half – and
sometimes more – of our students are BAME2 and / or
from ‘widening participation’3 backgrounds.
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Our
courses
Art History for Everyone

Art History Link-Up Diploma

Courses are currently based at the Wallace Collection and
the National Gallery, which generously offer dedicated
study space free-of-charge for the scheme, with classes
also hosted by the British Museum, the Royal Academy and
the Victoria & Albert Museum.

Art History Link-Up is currently developing a diploma in
art and visual cultures for younger students. A pilot taking
place this year is generously supported by Scala Arts and
Heritage Publishers.

Each of our students is offered access to careers and
university advice, to work experience placements in
relevant fields, and EPQ mentoring by subject specialists
from across the sectors.
In addition, each student is offered study skills and subject
support at Homework Club, run by post-graduate Art
History students, after each class.
Classes are taught by a dedicated specialist A level Art
History teacher with visiting experts including Professor
Craig Clunas, Professor Emeritus of the History of Art
at the University of Oxford, and Dr Caroline Campbell,
Director of Collections and Research at the National
Gallery.

Our aim is to offer all school-age students the
opportunity to study visual culture using local, regional
and national collections, via online resources and teaching
sessions.
The diploma will allow students to acquire life-long skills
and an accredited qualification. The topics are intended
to be flexible and to be applied to the study of any art or
architecture anywhere in the UK, regardless of the size or
content of local museums. In this way we hope to engage
young people in areas far removed from major national
museums.
Extended Project Qualification (EPQ): a self-directed project
which is the equivalent of up to half an A level in UCAS points,
is well regarded by university admissions officers and can
increase exam grades.

1

2

The students
have started
their own alumni
organisation,
and have been
involved in plans
for next year’s
courses and for
future Art History
Link-Up activities.

BAME: Black, Asian and minority ethnic people

Widening participation indicators include eligibility for Pupil
Premium (i.e. free school meals) and / or a parent or guardian
who has not attended HE / FE
3

All places are offered to state supported sixth form
students at no charge, with a priority to those from widening
participation backgrounds and who are suited to the course.

4
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Art History
Link-Up
Thank you to our
supporters
We are so grateful to all our supporters
and here is what some of them have said
THE HON. HANNAH ROTHSCHILD CBE, CHAIR OF TRUSTEES OF THE
NATIONAL GALLERY:
“Art is all of our histories told in images; Art History Link-Up inspires and informs young
people who want to learn more about the past and present through the study of paintings
and sculpture. The charity was started by an extraordinary teacher who was determined that
the subject should be available to all students regardless of their qualifications, backgrounds or
school system. The next generation of academics, curators, thinkers and practitioners will include
many of AHLU’s alumni.”

DR GABRIELE FINALDI, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL GALLERY:
“At the National Gallery we believe that pictures can speak to everyone. That’s why we are
proud to support the great work that Art History Link-Up does in making art accessible to
young people from a broad range of social backgrounds. A targeted education programme like
this enables youngsters to see just how relevant art history is in contemporary society.”

DR MUNIRA MIRZA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR CULTURE, KING’S COLLEGE,
LONDON
“Art History Link-Up is a fantastic charity whose work addresses a very real gap in the UK
education system. By giving young people from diverse backgrounds access to art history, the
charity not only transforms their lives but helps ensure that this important subject can thrive in
the twenty-first century. This is a scheme that ought to be scaled up with as much
support as possible.”

RACHEL WANG, DIRECTOR, CHOCOLATE FILMS AND TRUSTEE, NATIONAL
PORTRAIT GALLERY
“Art History Link-Up is doing amazing work. I believe that for young people who plan to work
in the visual or creative industries, an education in Art History is essential. I’d go so far as to say
that in today’s visual age, Art History should be regarded with the same importance as English
Literature. I hope that Art History Link-Up can bring this fascinating subject to ever more young
people in the future.”

ANNE FAY, HEAD OF EDUCATION, WALLACE COLLECTION
“I’m incredibly proud to have been working with Art History Link-Up since 2016. It has been
wonderful to follow the journey of these young people - many of whom had never have visited
a museum or gallery before – and watch them grow in confidence and skill. Not only does the
course give the students the tools to interrogate still and silent objects, it opens up their mind
to experience the world in new ways, fostering a life-long love of art along the way. What could
be better than that?”
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Thank you from
us and from our
students

“What our students say:
“I love my Art History classes at AHLU, they’ve completely leveled up my Saturdays
from being sit-arounds to something insanely productive and honestly valuable. It’s
not a club, it’s quality education. Not only are we all bonding together voluntarily
to learn something we love, we’re also in the heart of it at a location like The
National Gallery. It’s not a simple opportunity, and the organisers and teachers take
it upon themselves to make it the best experience for you. I can’t wait to continue
for another year.”
“Coming to class every Saturday has made me feel more alive....
Studying for the EPQ has massively improved my analytical skills,
which has benefited me in my A Levels, particularly English and
History.
“Being an AHLU student has changed my life, both as a student and as a person
interested in art, and I couldn’t be more grateful to have been granted such an
opportunity. Thank you!”
“I quit my Saturday job to be able to come to this course and I
have no regrets.This course has changed my life and I’m totally in
love with Art History.”
“I came into the programme not knowing what to expect, and I was completely
blown away as to the breadth and depth of artists, cultures, movements and
histories I have been exposed to. Likewise, the EPQ was a great opportunity for
me to research artworks that I resonate with, and my mentor has helped me
through the whole process....I know students taking EPQs at my school don’t have
anything like this!”
“Art History has changed the way I view art, culture and the world
around me. I am able to appreciate buildings, paintings and the works
that previously would have been dismissed.... Art History gives me a
chance to study in-depth culture and history, which I am not able to do
at school.The course has also informed my own work in art and inspired
me to pursue an art foundation.”

“
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Thank you from
us and from our
teachers

“What some teachers say about
Art History Link-Up

DR AN PANCALDI, LEAD TEACHER OF HISTORY, LONDON ACADEMY OF
EXCELLENCE:

“Art History Link-Up has given us the valuable possibility to allow our students
to take a History of Art A level alongside their other A level courses. This year
five of our students have taken up this opportunity and the experience has
opened up a world they were not aware existed at all before. I cannot stress
enough how far-reaching this awareness has been for those individual students
and how significant this project is for promoting social mobility.”
EMMA BOWEN, NATIONAL GALLERY ART HISTORY FOR EVERYONE
TEACHER:

“The AHLU students are all so motivated and fun to teach. It’s amazing that
they give up every Saturday to come and learn about Art History, it shows a
drive and passion which is truly rare and precious. I can’t wait to see where
our AHLU students will end up in the future. It’s wonderful to think that for
some this will be the launch-pad into a university course and possibly a career
connected with Art History, but it’s equally exciting that no matter what the
students end up doing they will always have a love and appreciation of art.”
LAURA HOUSE, WALLACE COLLECTION ART HISTORY FOR EVERYONE
TEACHER:

“By opening up the gallery to these students, Art History Link-Up fosters a
unique learning environment in which the subject truly comes to life! I have no
doubt that this experience will continue to positively impact students’ future
professional and personal development. The work championed by AHLU is
essential in the movement to promote art history as a subject that is accessible
for all young people.”

“

JACK DUNLEAVY, TEACHING ASSISTANT WALLACE COLLECTION: “Working
with Art History Link-Up has been a really inspiring experience for me. As a
teaching assistant, I’ve been amazed at the way our students have grasped the
opportunity to learn with both hands. It’s been a great pleasure for me to help
young people make connections with each other and with professionals in
the field, to gain transferable skills which will help them in all areas of life, and
perhaps most importantly to develop an appreciation of art which will last a
lifetime.”
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Art History for Everyone at the Wallace Collection is generously supported by the Wallace Collection,
the Band Trust and other supporters.
Art History for Everyone at the National Gallery is generously supported by the National Gallery, the
Rothschild Foundation, the Duke of Devonshire’s Charitable Trust, the Foyle Foundation, the Worshipful
Company of Grocers’ and other supporters.
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Art UK
Atelier Works
ARTiculation Prize, The Roche Court Educational Trust
Bell House, Dulwich
Birkbeck, University of London, Art History Department
Bloomsbury Publishing
Boisdale Restaurants and Bars
The British Museum
Cambridge University’s Art History Department
Chocolate Films
Christies’s
Colnaghi Foundation
The Courtauld Institute of Art
Datadial Web Design
Tom Faulkner
Vicky Faulkner Graphic Design
Harris Westminster Academy
HENI Talks
Highgate Gallery – HLSI
Highgate School
Historic Decoration
James Allen’s Girls’ School
The Lord Mayor of London’s
Cultural Scholarship Scheme
Harry Mount
The National Gallery
The Open University
Quentin Newark
Matthew Rice
The Royal Collection
Scala Arts and Heritage Publishers
SPoKE Art Documentary Competition
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Dr John Taylor
Townley Grammar School
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Contact:
Art History Link-Up
The Old Rectory
Wiggonholt
West Sussex
RH20 2EL
Email:

info@arthistorylinkup.org
@arthistlinkup
@arthistorylinkup
www.arthistorylinkup.org

Art History for Everyone:
Participating Schools
Acland Burghley School
Ark Globe Academy
Aylesbury High School
Bexhill College
Big Creative Academy
The Brit School
Christ the King Sixth Form College
The City of London Academy
City of Westminster College
The Cardinal Wiseman Sixth Form
Dame Alice Owen’s School
Esher College
Fashion Retail Academy
The Grey Coat Hospital
The Global Academy
Haberdashers’ Aske’s Hatcham College
Hackney Community College
Hampstead School
Harris Academy St John’s Wood
The Henrietta Barnett School
Jewish Free School (JFS)
Kingston College
The Latymer School
London Academy of Excellence, Stratford
Oak Park School
Overton Grange School
Pimlico Academy
Prendergast School
St Bede’s School
St Francis Xavier Sixth Form College
St George’s School, Harpendon
The Maria Fidelis FCJ Catholic School
St Marylebone CE School
St Michael’s Catholic College
St Saviour’s and St Olave’s School
South Essex College
Swakeleys Schools for Girls
Tiffin School
The Tiffin Girls’ School
Three Rivers Academy
Wanstead High School
Weald of Kent Grammar School
Westminster Kingsway College
Woodhouse College

